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Use of guide sticker screen protector

1. Wipe the screen with the included Alcohol Prep Pad. 2. Use microfibre cloth to ensure all dust and liquid has been removed. 3. Apply the sticker surface of the dust absorber to remove any trace amount of debris on the screen. 4. Please protect the screen (side-down tab) on the screen to cut-outs
perfectl align with the phone. 5. Use a guide sticker on one side to keep the screensath in place. 6. Turn over the screen saver and remove the sticker (start by taking the tab and dragging it away). 7. Carefully put the screen back into the phone using the instructions sticker as a hinge. 8. Make sure there
are no air bubbles. And your phone is now protected! Set the guide sticker to the side of the screen saver and around the edge of the device so that the sticker will act as a hinge. Confirm that the screen saver can open and close (similar to the door) and that the edges of the glass are still aligned with the
edges of the device.  This will guide you in placing the screensa back on the device. Still need help? Contact us Last updated on January 10, 2019 Ignore the main content Show 1-7 of the 7 answers Dear Buyerplease install screensa screensa screensa back according to the instructions below1.the glass
screen protected consists of 2 parts: a glass screensa guard and a carrier protected glass screen marked with (1)sticker ... See also Dear Buyerplease screen saver settings follow instructions1.the glass screensa protected below consists of 2 parts: a glass screensa guard and a carrier screensaline
glass marked with (1)sticker2. Clean the screen with a wet towel and dry (wet front) provided to ensure no stains or small fibers on the screen, using the Dust Absorber to clean the screen if there is 3 dust. Paste two instructions in the lower left corner and the top right corner respectively4. Peel off the
carrier5 protective glass screen. Align the glass screen saver perfectly using two Guide stickers, and then set the worksheet down to6. Carefully press the glass screensa guard with your finger to make it fit the iPad mini screen perfectlyI hope the information above is useful see little Dear Buyerplease
settings screensa screensa screensa protected according to instructions1.the glass screen protecter below consists of 2 parts: a glass screensa guard and a carrier screen saver glass marked with (1) sticker2. Clean the screen with a wet towel and dry (wet front) provided to ensure no stains or small
fibers on the screen, using the Dust Absorber to clean the screen if there is 3 dust. Paste two instructions in the lower left corner and the top right corner respectively4. Peel off the carrier5 protective glass screen. Align the glass screen saver perfectly using two Guide stickers, and then set the worksheet
down to6. Carefully press the glass screen saver with your fingers to it fits the iPad mini screen perfectly, No hope the above information is useful AilunUS seller · January 9, 2016 1 of 1 finds this helpful. Do you? | Abuse report Before you wipe and clean, align the screen saver. Place the sticker so that
the two stickers on one side act as hinges and one sticker to lift (and then place). After alignment, flip the screen saver to the side of the hinge and clean the iPad. Remove the backs- screen saver and set the screen saver. Take the time to make sure everything is arranged ahead of time. Personally, I
hate using stickers. Michael · January 9, 2016 1 of 1 finds this helpful. Do you? | Reporting mine abuse did not come with guidance either. Clean the glass with a wet towel first, clean with seconds of dry pas. Take the clear lid of the third glass and line the hole at the bottom. The instructed sticker is trash.
They're useless. I hope that helps. Mandab · January 9, 2016 1 of 1 finds this helpful. Do you? | Reporting mine abuse did not come with guidance either. Clean and wipe the screen, then turn off the lid clearly. Line the hole up at the bottom. I've put some of these in the past and have not used the tutorial.
Hope this helps. Terri · January 9, 2016 1 of 1 finds this helpful. Do you? | Reported abuse I did not use the tutorial sticker. I have to agree with the others here. Just take your time and arrange it properly. Amerivin · January 12, 2016 Do you find this useful? | Reported abuse I used them to hold glasses
so I did not touch it with oil from my hands frederick kanakry · January 14, 2016 Do you find this useful? | Report abuse I did not use them and no problem asperl · January 9, 2016 Do you find this helpful? | Report Abuse Get Free Delivery with Amazon Prime members enjoying Free Delivery and
exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series, and Kindle books. Ignore the main content Show 1-2 of the 2 answers I suppose you mean the white sticker included? They are there to help you keep the guard without touching the rear adhesive. Just stick them in front, half on/out
where it feels good for you, and use them to guide it into place. Sean · December 30, 2014 1 of 1 found this useful. Do you? | Report abuse I will not pay too much attention to the sticker tutorial that anything business. This is basically a piece of hard glass with a slightly sticky side. You take the phone out
of any casing etc, clean the screen really well with a free lint cloth and then carefully remove the cover on the glass to reveal the sticky sid... see also I will not pay too much attention to that tutorial sticker any what business. This is basically a piece of hard glass with a slightly sticky side. You take the
phone out of any case etc, clean the screen really well with a free lint cloth and then carefully remove the cover on the glass to reveal the sticky face. Make sure not to touch Next to your finger - better yet wear nitrile gloves or something to avoid fingerprints all together. You line up the glass on your phone
and drop it in. There is a plastic thing in the package I think to work out bubbles but a credit card will also work. This won't bubble like other screensa screensa back and anything left between the glass and the screen works pretty easily with light pressure. It's easy. see less I will not pay too much
attention to sticker tutorials that anything business. This is basically a piece of hard glass with a slightly sticky side. You take the phone out of any case etc, clean the screen really well with a free lint cloth and then carefully remove the cover on the glass to reveal the sticky face. Make sure not to touch the
sticky side with your fingers - better yet wear nitrile gloves or something to avoid fingerprints all together. You line up the glass on your phone and drop it in. There is a plastic thing in the package I think to work out bubbles but a credit card will also work. This won't bubble like other screensa screensa
back and anything left between the glass and the screen works pretty easily with light pressure. It's easy. KUDRET SANDALCI CAN · December 30, 2014 Do you find this helpful? | Abuse Report For today's tutorial I'll look at how to install a glass screensa protected strength, the reason behind this
tutorial is because on getting my new phone, I decided to actually install a glass screensa protected strength just to have it come without any tutorial on installation. The package includes: Wet and dry towels, 2 Guide stickers, dust absorbers and toughened glass screensa backs without instructions in
sight. Because of this I decided to do a tutorial on how to install a glass screensa protected strength easily without its problems missing sorting or getting dust particles or airbags underneath the glass. What will you need? For this project you will need: Video Demonstration How to install? 1. To start
putting the glass screensa back and down on the side of your phone or tablet to make a perfect link (Do not remove the sticky strip on the screensa guard). 2. Once you are satisfied with the link use two guide stickers to attach the screen saver in place by pasting it on the back and side of the phone and
then until the screen saver is linked in the position where you want it. Use the guide stickers on the same side at the top and the other at the bottom. 3. When placed in place flip screensavers aside, the guide stickers will act as hinges if you place them as directed above. Next remove the wet towel from its
pocket, next clean your phone or tablet screen, when satisfied open and start using dry wipes to Clean and polish until the screen is spotless. 4. If you see any dust particles using Absorber to remove them without dirtying the screen by removing it from the card and attaching it to the screen is that you
see dust particles and remove, if your environment is clean, you will not need dust absorber. 5. When the screen is clean start by removing the sticky strip from the back of the screen saver and carefully placing it back in place to its prealigned position. The tutorial stickers will help with a perfect position,
only put it completely flat when satisfied, if a single part is skewed simply lift carefully and reset but do not remove the whole thing. And when putting it down again especially in case the airbag carefully puts it and allows gravity and adhesive to allow it to stick to your screen. Finally when its perfect use a
small piece of cloth and smoother things and cleaning. Thats it if you follow the instructions, you should have a well installed glass screensa protected that is put in perfect position. Please leave a comment below or subscribe to the site I would love to have you as part of our growing family. Family.
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